mechanisms for safe and efficient execution over open networks of computers. The underlying platform of an agent system must control ways in which resources are accessed and managed by representing resource allocation policies at the agent level, borrowing ideas from previous work in subject areas as diverse as operating systems and economics.
Defining Agents
A common type of commercially available agents is the personal assistants that perform a large number of light weight queries in search of some information. Personal assistants perform functions such as finding the best travel fares, monitoring product or stock prices, or searching academic articles related to a certain area of research. These agents may even have the decision making authority to make binding contracts on behalf of a user, such as by purchasing something using a credit card number. Other types of agents use a variety of filtering mechanisms to make the huge amount of information available over (say) the Internet more manageable for human consumption. These agents can be seen as examples of (stationary) personal agents.
In contrast, in an open system, agents may migrate from one node to another searching for computation environments suitable for completing their tasks at affordable costs. These agents may also spawn child agents to pursue subtasks. This makes it important to study ways of controlling the resources that such agents or their ensembles could use in serving some particular interest. On the one hand, we need a bounded resources model to control the amount of computational resources consumed by agents serving an interest; on the other, we need a bounded autonomy model for allowing coordination among agents.
Agents may be represented as actors ( Figure 1 ). Actors are self-contained, interactive, autonomous components of a computing system that communicate by asynchronous message passing [1, 2] . New actors may be created and mail addresses of actors communicated in messages. We extend the Actor model to explicitly model the location of agents on particular hosts and the bounded computational resources that they may use. Hosts are actors that manage physical and logical resources of a node and offer them to agents interested in paying for them. A universal currency is used to pay for the cost of these resources. The behavior of an agent may be interpreted in a suitable framework, e.g., the belief, desire, intent model [11] . Agents are persistent, have relatively longlived goals describing the functional aspect of what they are doing, and have computational engines which serve as mechanisms for achieving these goals. In addition to the functional component, these computational engines include a resource utilization strategy. Of course, all these aspects of an agent may evolve dynamically.
Using the basic actor primitives for creating a new agent, sending an asynchronous message to another agent, and changing the agent's own behavior, distributed systems can be dynamically configured. New agents can be created and connections between agents can be made and broken as computation proceeds. Thus the Actor model does not require that the structure or shape of a computational problem be completely determined, or that the execution resources be fixed, before work on solving it can be initiated.
This model abstracts over issues of low-level synchronization by encapsulating the state of an object and its execution thread, and limiting communication to asynchronous message passing.
Mobility
Consider a knowledge acquisition problem where we want to build a semantic network representing the information available in a large knowledge space, distributed over a set of independent sites. (Figure 2 ).
To initiate searches in the subspaces, a new agent can be created at each site and assigned the task of searching locally. Each of these agents can develop a semantic network for the information available locally (possibly creating its own child agents and and assign them local subspaces), and transmits it to the home site. The home site finally merges the networks collected from all other Although creating agents remotely suffices for the purpose of our example, consider a variation where a single agent must travel to different nodes, building the semantic network incrementally, and relying on the network built thus far to decide where to go next. Mobility seems a more natural abstraction to address this problem.
True migration as depicted in Figure 3 , involves capturing the current computational state of an agent and shipping it over to the remote node's manager, along with the procedures describing the agent's behavior. The remote manager creates a new actor with the behavior and the received state. Similar to true migration is a language facility for migrating an agent when it is inactive. This is semantically equivalent to remote creation of an agent given a behavior, but the two cannot always be interchanged. For example, remote creation may be cheaper when the amount of information to describe the new agent is less than the size of the agent itself. Another important distinction between remote creation and migration is that the identity of an agent remains unchanged after migration, whereas remote creation results in creation of a new name. Because of this, an agent requesting a remote creation would have to wait for the identity of the new agent before communicating with it. Alternatively, an agent may create a new actor locally and request to migrate it.
A common abstraction for allowing migration in existing agent system implementations is in the form of possibly dynamic itineraries, which are lists of node/method pairs, describing the sequence in which the agent must travel to different nodes, and the methods it must execute at those hosts. This scheme too does not allow migration in the middle of a method's execution.
Language constructs for adaptation are also very useful for supporting migration. In networks of heterogeneous systems, agent may have to migrate to nodes with different architectures, and a static specification of the behavior may not always be compatible with the new host. This problem can be addressed by allowing agent behaviors to analyze and modify themselves as needed.
Controlling Resources
To support a system where agents can use resources available "elsewhere" in a satisfactory way, it is important to have some notion of an economy. Such an economy would provide the basis on which nodes would allow agents to use their resources, and would serve as an environment that would enable nodes and agents to get into binding contracts about the services needed.
Resource allocation in multi-agent systems is a problem that raises issues of reciprocity as well as performance and security concerns. Nodes on the worldwide web, for instance, may be willing to be part of a multi-agent system if they receive something in return for allowing foreign agents to use their resources. From the performance and security perspective, agents migrating to a node may exhibit undesirable resource consumptive behaviors, either individually, or as ensembles. Similarly, network channels are a scarce resource requiring controls on how they may be used.
An economic model can be used to protect against resource consumptive behavior of agents in a multi-agent system [4] . Note that control in agent systems is not based solely on programming structures, as agents may create or invoke other autonomous agents. Such autonomy makes it important to devise explicit mechanisms for controlling the extent to which an expanding group of agents, working on a single task, can utilize a system's resources. In an open distributed system, the problem is compounded by the ability of agents to exist in a resource space not entirely dedicated to their computations alone. We need mechanisms to support bounding the resource utilization of individual agents, or ensembles of agents working together, according to the terms under which they are allowed access to those resources.
Consider a variation of the distributed knowledge acquisition application described earlier, where we want to control the degree of resource consumption in pursuit of the goal. Typical messages to agents will contain values representing resource allocations for servicing them. Every agent has a resource consumption strategy that tells it what portion of the available resources may be allocated to which sub-task. Each agent develops its semantic network only so long as it has sufficient resource allocation, and stops when just enough resources remain for transmitting results back to the client.
To implement an economic model, we will use the notion of a universal currency. Specifically, resource allocation will be measured in a common currency called gcu (for global currency unit). Every computational activity must be allocated gcu's which may be used in completing the task. Each agent is alloted some subsistence gcu's at the time of its creation by its creator, and because activity in message-based systems is triggered by a message, gcu's must also be allocated at the time of sending a message. The gcu's so transferred are deducted from the accounts of the creator or the sender, respectively.
The notion of computational resources must be broad enough to include all entities in the system whose use by one agent can affect the performance of rest of the system. These may include both physical resources (e.g., processors, memory, etc.) and logical resources (e.g., threads). The analog of renting seems to apply more naturally here than that of purchasing.
In addition to the resources consumed while progressing towards accomplishing their goals, individual agents may sometimes be waiting for information from elsewhere, or for reasons of coordination. Such waiting consumes memory resources which must be accounted for. At the same time, an agent should not have to pay if the idle wait is increased by the host's own scheduling choices. Thus, it is important to represent resources both in terms of individual agents as well as in terms of the larger application they are serving at a particular hosting node. Only the delays caused by co-agents in an application should be charged.
Similarly, it is also important to distinguish between economic boundaries in an open distributed system and the physical boundaries between computational nodes. Although resources such as network bandwidth usage depend on physical boundaries, costs of other resources would more logically vary as one crosses economic boundaries.
An agent interested in migrating to a particular host must negotiate a contract with the host ahead of the actual migration. Independent of the actual negotiation protocol, the purpose is to agree on a function that would determine costs of resources that will be made available, possibly dependent on the state of the host. Once the contract has been agreed, an agent may arrive at the node with a certain number of gcu's. The gcu's held by an agent may be spent for purchasing computational resources from the host as it computes, according to the negotiated contract.
The contract between an agent and its prospective host may also decide the granularity at which it would be charged for its activity, which would in turn determine how fine-grained the monitoring would need to be. For example, the host may offer free memory usage with a more expensive CPU cost, removing the need for monitoring memory usage. At the same time such decisions may have important implications. For a node offering free memory usage, an agent may arrive at the node, spawn a large number of child agents who just sit there occupying space. But at the same time, as explained earlier, charging for the time for which memory is in use is non-trivial. An agent may not be charged for staying on a node longer because of delays caused by the node's scheduler. We want to charge the agent only if there is no message in the system for it, for the time that its co-agents are executing. One way in which this would be possible would be if the host's scheduler would schedule an application scheduler for each application, rather than scheduling individual agents directly. In this way, the rent for the memory being used can be charged only for the time for which the application is scheduled. Not charging for memory may hence be a cost-effective compromise in some cases to avoid excessive overhead involved in monitoring memory usage.
Application specific schedulers enhanced with a scheme to dynamically assign priorities to agents may also be useful in bounding the autonomy of agents, allowing them to cooperate by resource sharing. An agent may fine-tune priorities of its child agents or peer agents may themselves choose to lower their own priorities to allow others, working on more time-sensitive parts of the application, to compute faster.
In addition to the costs of resources provided by hosts, one must also model network bandwidth usage, so that every network communication results in a cost incurred by the initiator, depending on the size of the message and some abstraction of the route to be taken.
Agent Ensembles
An individual agents is not much more powerful than a conventional sequential program. However, ensembles of agents exploit parallelism, distribution and mobility to promise orders-of-magnitude greater computational power than conventional programs. But dynamicity and uncertainty in such systems poses a number of problems for the realization of such promise. To allow agent ensembles to operate effectively, we need to provide the ability to organize groups of agents in interesting ways. Specifically, there are three kinds of concerns we have to address. First, the contexts in which the agent ensembles execute and interact need to be dynamically customizable. Second, flexible communication abstractions need to be supported for group level communication. Finally, the interactions of different, potentially overlapping groups of agents, must be mediated to ensure shared protocols. We describe a programming model that provides requisite flexibility.
Customizing Environments
An agent computing at a node may find the execution environment unsuitable for continued computation, for reasons as varied as a need for large amounts of data available only at a remote site (hence, too expensive to transfer) or realtime guarantees required for executing a specific piece of code. Although such reasons for migration may depend on an agent's functional behavior, it is desirable to separate environmental concerns from the agent's application code. To achieve this separation, we introduce the notion of a facilitator.
Every agent's definition includes a dynamic declarative specification of the requirements attributable to its execution environment. There is a facilitator associated with each agent, which is triggered when the agent modifies its specification. The facilitator first determines whether the new requirements can be satisfied at the local host, by examining the agent's status, and possibly renogotiating its host contract. If the host cannot satisfy the agent's new requirements, the facilitator begins negotiations with managers of other nodes (e.g., facilitator for Agent3 in Figure 4 ). If there a more suitable node is available, the facilitator migrates the agent there. Environmental requirements specification of an agent comprises specification of required data, processor time, memory, disk space, and network bandwidth, availability of these resources, and their costs. An agent may also require specialized services from a host: it may need to be mediated, contained, or scheduled to meet requirements such as security, real-time, or Quality of Service (QoS).
The model we use for separating environmental concerns for the application code of agents is reflection. Reflection allows an application to monitor the execution of the underlying system and to modify it dynamically. Specifically, facilitators are part of a meta-architecture enabling agents to continuously interaction with their environment.
Agent migration in this model is transparent to the migrating agent itself. The facilitator is responsible for completing the transfer, and setting up the agent's environment at the new host. This setup may entail obtaining proxy names for the resources needed by the agent, and customizing the environment for requirements such as security, real-time etc. Figure 4 gives a representation of this architecture.
Reflection also enables customizing middleware of the agent's new host. In general, models of reflection enable interaction of higher level requirements, such as real-time constraints, and lower level information about the execution environment, such as load distribution over a group of processors, or available network bandwidth.
Because the Actor model allows the state of the computation to be modeled directly, the computation environment called the meta-level architecture can be represented at an appropriate level of abstraction using the same base language [15] .
In Rosette [14] , a commercially developed object-oriented implementation of an Actor architecture, the architecture has an interface layer and a system environment. The interface layer provides mechanisms for monitoring and control of applications, where the system environment contains actor communities which implement resource management policies, providing monitoring, debugging, resource management, system simulation, and compilation/transformation facilities. To support reflection of the interface layer, Rosette uses three classes of resource actors to abstractly implement an actor: container, processor, and mailbox. Containers model the storage local to actors, in a way similar to frames in knowledge-based systems.
Pattern-Based Communication
We need flexible communication abstractions for programming agent ensembles. An agent may need to communicate with a group of agents or an arbitrary member of a group of agents rather than a particular target agent. In such cases if the sender must name all the potential recipients then a level of abstraction is lost. Moreover, it is often necessary to communicate with agents whose addresses are not previously known. In other words, we need support for a Yellow Pages service to find addresses of agents of a given type. Traders in an object request broker architecture perform a similar function. This necessitates a pattern based naming scheme that identifies agents as being members of groups and allows communication with agents that are not individually known.
The Actorspace model allows an abstract pattern-based specification of a group of agents [5] . An actorspace associates an agent with specific attributes. The sender of a message specifies a destination pattern which is matched against the attributes of agents in the actorspace. The sender may send a message to a single arbitrary member of a group, or broadcast it to the entire group. More- over, the visibility of attributes is dynamic, thus enabling dynamic group membership. Finally, meta-level operations may be associated with an actorspace. For example, an actorspace manager may transparently schedule requests to ensure load balancing. The model may also be seen as providing a distributed version of the blackboard [6] system for broadcast communication. Figure 5 illustrates an example of how actorspaces may be used by a real estate agency. The application consists of five agent groups: coordinators, negotiators, buyers, advertizers and sellers. The membership of each of these groups is dynamic. The coordinator agents make all the business decisions such as which properties to buy or sell, at what price, and when. The negotiator agents constantly look for real estate on sale and report the best deals to the coordinators. The coordinators broadcast their preferences to all the negotiators. These preferences include desired characteristics of the property to be bought, its location, the maximum acceptable price, etc. Once a coordinator has decided to buy an estate it must send appropriate instructions to a buyer agent at the location.
For this, the coordinator may set the destination pattern of the message to the appropriate location. The buyers that have registered under this pattern, i.e., the ones at the location specified, would then receive the message. A coordinator may also decide to sell estates, in which case it broadcasts instructions to all advertizer agents. The advertizers visit places to meet potential clients and report the best deals to the coordinator. The coordinator then agrees upon the best option and instructs a single seller to sell the estate to the chosen client. Again, pattern directed communication may be used to contact a seller with desired attributes such as someone closest to the client's location. Note that in none of the interactions described above does the sender of a message need to know the actual address of the intended receiver. Figure 6 : A conference for diplomatic negotiations. The agents at the conference agree upon an interaction policy to communicate with one another. Each agent at the conference in turn uses a specific interaction policy to communicate with the agents back at its company.
Interaction Policies
An agent application consists of groups of agents carrying out specific tasks and interacting with one another through a set of interaction policies. Different interaction policies may be appropriate in different groups of agents and they may also change with time. Apart from providing communication abstractions, interaction policies may also be used for various other purposes such as faulttolerance and coordination.
The implementation of interaction policies can be quite involved: it involves exchanging a number of messages between participating agents. Current techniques for developing agent applications require developers to implement interaction policies and individual agent behaviors together, significantly complicating code. The lack of modularity in this approach makes it difficult to reason about code and limits reusability and portability. Moreover, the resulting code is brittle: modifying an interaction policy to satisfy changing requirements requires modifying the code of each relevant component and then reasoning about the entire system, essentially from scratch. Dynamic changes in interaction policies further complicates the situation. In contrast, meta-level specification of interaction policies through linguistic constructs called protocols [12, 13] , enables separation of interaction code from agent functionality, and allows dynamic changes in the interaction policies [12] . A protocol is an abstract specification of an interaction policy which can be instantiated on different groups of agents. When instantiated, a protocol governs the interaction between a group of agents by imposing a role on each of the group members. A role, among other things, customizes the behavior of the underlying mail system, and implements one end of an interaction policy. An important advantage is that protocols can be instantiated dynamically and reconfigured by invoking operations defined on them. Moreover, protocols can be composed. Thus, an agent can be in different roles with respect to different protocol instances. The protocol abstraction is realized by a reflective approach described in section 2.1. Figure 6 illustrates a situation where several groups of agents have different interaction policies imposed on them. Three companies send their representative agents to a summit for diplomatic negotiations. Since the companies do not necessarily trust each other, the summit is held at a trusted brokerage. At the summit the representatives agree upon a common interaction policy. Each representative may in turn use a different interaction policy to communicate with the agents back at its company. For example, each representative may use an encyprition protocol known only to agents of its own company. Note that each agent at the summit has two protocol instances imposed on it and hence is simultaneously in two different roles. Moreover the protocol instances shown are imposed on the agents only for the duration of the summit.
SIDEBAR: Java-Based Agent Systems
There are various implementation issues relevant to agent systems and current systems take different approaches in addressing them. When allowing agents to migrate from one node to another, the class definition in the agent's context must somehow be made accessible. Odyssey [3] assumes that the nodes share a common file system and hence there is no need to transfer class files, whereas Aglets [2] and Concordia [1] serialize an agent's class definitions along with its state when shipping it to a different node. The mechanics of migration also vary. An aglet may be dispatched or ask to be dispatched to any node running an Aglet context, allowing it to resume its execution at the remote host. Odyssey and Concordia use dynamic itineraries for specifying migrations. Itineraries are lists of host/method pairs which determine the sequence in which an agent must travel from one host to another and the methods to be executed at each host. Itinerary based migration cannot occur in the middle of a method's execution.
Concordia and Odyssey encapsulate a single thread inside every agent, making them closer to actors. Aglets allow multiple threads to execute on a single agent. Communication is only by synchronous message passing in Odyssey, but both asynchronous and synchronous messages are supported in Concordia and Aglets. Aglets preserve the relative order of messages transmitted between any two agents.
None of these systems directly addresses controlling resource consumption of agents arriving at a node. Concordia controls resource access based on security clearance of foreign agents, which being a dynamic property based on the user of the agent, can be used for controlling resource usage. In general, agent systems address resource control as a question of whether or not to allow access to certain resources; not to what extent.
In all the above, scheduling is left upto the Java scheduler, which being not standardized, is often not fair, potentially starving some agents. support for basic actor primitives, migration, and a meta-architecture for customizing communication. The primary focus of this effort is to study ways in which agent ensembles behave and mechanisms by which their behaviors can be controlled using the notion of an economy.
Agents with proxies Every node has a node manager that serves as the contact agent for negotiating terms under which an agent may arrive and compute at the node. A contract determines the rate at which an agent would be charged for various resources, possibly depending on the state of the node, and is represented by a list of such functions. Note that there will be separate functions for time/space of usage of a resource, and for the guaranteed needed for the degree of access to the resource.
Nodes support the computation and communication needs of agents through a meta-architecture. Every agent admitted to the system by the node manager is provided names of proxies for the resources it may access; the proxies are customised for each agent according to the negotiated contract. For example, the agent may have specific encryption requirements for communicating with remote agents. This requirement may be satisfied by including an encryption module in the communication proxy. The proxies also address security concerns of the hosting node.
We use an event based model of communication at the node level to monitor resource usage of agents being hosted by the node. The node scheduler schedules agents for computation according to their contracts, and throws events representing resource consumption by the agents, along with the meta-architecture. The resource manager module subscribes to the events it is interested in, and uses them to update the financial status of agents. The resource manager also marks agents without any gcu's remaining in their accounts as garbage.
Agents are identified by their globally unique names, which remain unchanged as agents move from node to node. When an agent migrates from a node, that node's name table is modified to represent the fact. Communication is both by agent names as well as by advertised behavior patterns. Using a publication/subscription mechanism, agents may advertise the services they are willing to offer, and agents looking for such services would be notified when they become available.
SIDEBAR: Related Work
There are two aspects to programming multi-agent systems -the mechanisms defining an individual agent's behavior (its computational engine), and mechanisms to support coordination between agents. Computational engines of individual autonomous agents in DAI have traditionally piggybacked on advances in conventional AI. In addition, DAI research has addressed issues related to communication and coordination among agents. At the linguistic and system level, a focus of the DAI research has been to provide the abstractions and tools necessary to develop agents. We will call a system providing such linguistic and system level support an agent architecture.
One of the earliest testbeds for building agent architectures was provided by the MACE system [1] , which executed in a distributed memory multiprocessing environment. Based on the experience of this research, Les Gasser [2] outlined the avenues of cooperation between the areas of DAI and concurrent programming, and how the two fields can be brought closer to each other. The current proposal draws part of its inspiration from the insights obtained by that research. More recently, an actor-based DAI system called InfoSleuth [10] has been developed at MCC.
The term Agent Oriented Programming has been coined by Shoham [7] to refer to a specialization of Object Oriented Programming (as in actor programming), where the state of an actor (now called an agent) contains beliefs, capabilities, choices and similar mental notions, and the computation consists of agents' social interactions with each other, such as informing, offering, accepting, rejecting, competing, assisting, and so on.
A multi-level architecture for Multi-Agent Systems is described by Werner [8] where a meta-architecture is defined to formalize users', programmers' or designers' interactions with an open system. Michael Kolb's CooL (Cooperation Language) [5] provides a higher level of abstraction with respect to agent design than the actor paradigm, but it gives a knowledge and execution perspective on agents rather than employing mental states. It is possible to give a high level specification of cooperation by negotiating a cooperation object (e.g. goal, plan, schedule) or by synchronizing mutual execution of a plan.
Another context in which the term agent has recently been used is the world wide web (WWW), and there has been an explosion of interest in building agents, in this community too. The use of the term agent in DAI and in WWW has different but related meanings. In both contexts, agents are mobile, persistent pieces of code that execute autonomously. In DAI systems, agents may be more complex pieces of code exhibiting intelligence, either individually or collectively; while in the context of the WWW, this is not necessary.
Although Java does provide support for concurrent programming, it is not based on any formal model of concurrency. It allows multiple threads to run concurrently, but unlike actors, Java objects and threads are separate entities, and its passive object model fails to abstract over units of concurrency. The synchronize primitive provided for enabling safe usage of concurrent threads is a very low-level facility and its overuse by paranoid programmers often results in deadlocks. This separation of object and thread also creates a problem for migration. By providing Actor primitives in the form of a library, the Actor Foundry [6] developed at OSL attempts to put a discipline for system development in Java.
The Mobile Agent Facility Specification by the Object Management Group [4] makes a case for standardizing areas of mobile agent technology to promote interoperability. These include agent management, transfer, naming (agent as well as agent system), agent system types and location syntax.
Telescript [9] addresses using a public network as a platform on which thirdparty developers can build their applications. This platform is based on a remote programming paradigm that uses Mobile Agents (MA) that can migrate from a client to a remote server and execute remotely on behalf of the client.
Cybenko's group at Dartmouth [3] addresses the issues in implementing mobile agents in an environment consisting of computers, which are often disconnected from the network. Cybenko's mobile agent system, AgentTcl reduces migration to a single instruction, provides transparent communication among agents (hiding all transmission details), and provides a simple scripting language as the main agent communication language while allowing straightforward addition of new languages and transport mechanisms.
Conclusions
The development of programming language constructs to allow high-level description of behavior for scalable agent ensembles must await a better understanding of what we need to represent. What is now better understood is how to separate the description of agents functional actions from that of other aspects such as naming, scheduling, and synchronization. These modularity and abstraction mechanisms that have been developed in concurrent programming in general go a long way towards providing the basis for designing and experimenting with powerful agent systems.
